[Bacterial detection leading to pathogen inactivation].
Bacterial contamination of blood components remains the highest infectious risk in blood transfusion, the risk is particularly high when it affects platelet concentrates (PC). In France, the residual risk of transfusion reaction due to bacterial contamination of PC has been decreasing slowly since 1994 but for all severity 1 case occurs with about 25,000 distributed PC and one death occurs with 200,000 distributed units. This reduction of the risk may be due to the measures which were implemented during the last 10 years in order to prevent contamination during donation. Improving strategies for reducing the risks of bacterial contamination is one of the priorities of the French National Blood Transfusion Service (l'Etablissement Français du sang - EFS). The main target remains PC. Bacterial detection or pathogens inactivation are now available and are able to reduce (for detection) or prevent (for inactivation) the occurrence of reaction due to bacterial contamination of PC. Up to now, the choice is in favour of bacterial detection. A national study was carried out in seven regional EFS at the end of 2004. It aims at confirming the feasibility of a systematic bacterial screening of PC before their delivery. The first conclusions show that this screening can be implemented with acceptable modifications in term of platelets availability. We can expect in a next future that new pathogens reduction technique and/or new detection systems will be available, certainly more efficient to prevent reaction due to bacterial contamination. Implementation of actual detection methods is probably a temporary solution.